Gay men have slightly longer and thicker wrinkies. Excellent. The amygdala of gay men is more responsive to porn than those of straight me. So we have bigger dicks and we’re hornier.

Jus’ sayin’.
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Here is a diagram of a boy. If you are also a boy, you are probably aware of which parts FEEL NICE when you touch them, but here’s a rough guide. The lips: Sex should always start with a kiss. Initially, you might not go any further than a kiss, in fact. Kissing is as intimate as sex, and if you’re not comfortable going further than a kiss, a good partner will respect this and wait. Nipples: A lot of guys like having their nipples played with - they are mega sensitive. Testicles: Also to be treated with loving care. Bum: Up you bum you have a prostate gland which feels nice when massaged. The anus is also sensitive and responds to being played with. Neck/ears: These sensitive areas love being kissed and licked. Skin: Any part of your body will respond to being stroked and kissed. Penis: If you are a guy, you’ll already know that even a gentle breeze can be enough to inspire a stiddy in this super-sensitive organ. But keep in mind that sex doesn’t begin and end with your dick. Be creative." The illustration on this page depicts a cartoonish man in full-frontal pose completely nude with arrows pointing to each area described in the above citation.
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Two men can pleasure each other in a variety of fun ways.
1. Handies:...the hand job. The good news is, you can practice on yourself. The bad news is, each guy has become very used to his own way getting himself off. ...Something they don’t teach you in school is that, in order to be able to cum at all, you or your partner may need to finish off with a handie. A lot of people find it hard to cum through other types of sex.
...A GOOD HANDIE is all about the wrist action. Rub the head of his cock back and forth with your hand. Try different speeds and pressures until he responds positively....Finally, my misunderstanding about rubbing two peens together wasn’t far off the mark- rubbing them together in one hand feels awesome...
...2. Blowis: Oral sex is popping another dude’s peen in your mouth, or, indeed, popping yours in his...
As with hand jobs and breakfast eggs, all men like their blow jobs served in different ways.... it’s more about sucking...It’s more about sliding your mouth up and down the shaft of his cock.